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Setting the Stage: May 2001
We need new concepts of deterrence that rely on both offensive and defensive forces.
Deterrence can no longer be based solely on the threat of nuclear retaliation.
Defenses can strengthen deterrence by reducing the incentive for proliferation.
We need a new framework that allows us to build missile defenses to counter the
different threats of today’s world. To do so, we must move beyond the constraints
of the 30-year-old ABM Treaty.1
As President George W. Bush made these remarks in a speech at the National Defense University (NDU) on May 1, 2001, National Security Council (NSC) Senior Director for Proliferation Strategy, Counterproliferation, and Homeland Defense Robert Joseph listened attentively.
Within just 4 months of taking office, President Bush was articulating one of his key national
security priorities: setting the conditions for the United States to move full steam ahead on
developing, testing, and eventually deploying a wide range of missile defense technologies and
systems—a priority that in all likelihood would mean U.S. withdrawal from the 1972 Antiballistic Missile (ABM) Treaty.2
The ABM Treaty between the United States and the Soviet Union (and later Russia) barred
both superpowers from deploying national defenses against long-range ballistic missiles and from
building the foundation for such defenses. The treaty was based on the premise of mutual assured
destruction, the belief that stability was ensured by each superpower having confidence in its ability to destroy the other, and the likelihood that if either power constructed a strategic defense, the
other would build up its offensive nuclear forces to overwhelm it. The superpowers would therefore
find themselves in a never-ending offensive-defensive arms race as each tried to assure the credibility of its offensive nuclear force. The treaty did, however, allow both sides to build defenses against
short- and medium-range ballistic missiles. The ABM Treaty was negotiated and signed concurrently with the Interim Agreement on strategic offensive arms (commonly known as SALT I)—the
first in what became a series of U.S.-Soviet strategic arms control agreements that first capped, and
later reduced, the strategic nuclear arsenals of the two superpowers. 3 For this reason, both countries, when adversaries, considered the treaty a “cornerstone of strategic stability.” But with the Cold
War over, missile defense advocates, including Joseph, felt that the ABM Treaty’s ban on nationwide
missile defenses and its restraints on development and testing prevented the United States from developing and deploying defenses against the proliferating threat of ballistic missiles, especially from
countries pursuing nuclear weapons capabilities and long-range missiles.4
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In the months before the President delivered his NDU speech, Secretary of State Colin
Powell was the most insistent among Bush’s principal advisors that the President not make an
abrupt announcement of U.S. withdrawal from the treaty without having laid the diplomatic
groundwork for this decision. Powell advocated a gradual and deliberate approach to withdrawal that would be preceded by a process of diplomatic consultation. Secretary Powell’s views
emerged at a time when the United States was receiving considerable criticism at home and
abroad for eschewing multilateralism and becoming too dismissive of international agreements
and multilateral endeavors. Powell’s perspective was based, in part, on the belief that the United
States could conduct significant research and testing activities without bumping up against the
ABM Treaty’s constraints, and thus it was not necessary, as a programmatic matter, to withdraw
from the treaty at that time. Or as John Bolton, the Under Secretary of State for Arms Control
and International Security, more colorfully described Powell’s views: “[The Department of] Defense had not progressed far enough operationally on missile defense for us to tank the ABM
Treaty now.”5
In drafting the President’s NDU speech, Joseph listened carefully to Powell’s wisdom about
diplomatic consultations and made certain that the text placed greater emphasis on the administration’s intention to begin consulting with U.S. allies, Russia, and China regarding the need
for “a new framework that reflects a clear and clean break from the past, and especially from the
adversarial legacy of the Cold War.”6 Even if these consultations might delay the final outcome,
Joseph was confident that the United States was on a path to withdraw from the treaty—something that he and other missile defense advocates had been promoting for years. As Bolton later
observed, “Whatever else we did, it was absolutely critical to get out of the ABM Treaty unambiguously. Then, whether we succeeded or failed in broader negotiations with Russia, we would
be free to pursue a missile defense system to protect Americans from broader threats.”7

National Security Council Decisionmaking Process
The National Security Council (NSC) was unusually swift and effective in reaching and
implementing the decision to withdraw from the ABM Treaty. The process was tightly controlled by the NSC staff, ensuring that the decision was close-hold, shared with only a small,
trusted group of people, and implemented in a short time. It reportedly began with the issuance in mid-February 2001—a mere 3 weeks after President Bush took office—of a National
Security Presidential Directive that laid out the administration’s conceptual framework for a
new approach to deterrence and strategic offensive and defensive forces, including the intent to
amend or withdraw from the ABM Treaty in order to deploy ballistic missile defenses and to
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reduce nuclear weapons to the lowest levels possible.8 The directive was drafted by Joseph in the
first few weeks of the administration. Subsequently, a small group of senior officials in the NSC,
Office of the Vice President, Department of Defense, and Department of State met in April to
discuss possible modalities of U.S. withdrawal from the treaty, given the President’s campaign
promise to proceed with deployment of a national missile defense and to conduct the missile
defense testing that such a defense would require. Within days of that meeting, the NSC was
circulating drafts of a Presidential speech for comment among that select group.9
Separately, the NSC tasked the Pentagon to review the U.S. nuclear posture to determine
the levels to which the Nation could further reduce its strategic nuclear forces. This effort was
overseen by Franklin Miller, the NSC Senior Director for Defense Policy and Arms Control,
and it proceeded on a parallel track with the ABM Treaty withdrawal aspect of the new strategic
framework.10
Historically, this was not the first time that a major national security decision was reached
without conducting an extensive, comprehensive NSC-led interagency review of the rationale
and consideration of alternative policy options. An iterative interagency process would have led
to consideration of the issue at increasingly senior levels of government, leading ultimately to
a Presidential decision, with all the ramifications of each option fully explored and conveyed
to the President before he made his final decision.11 In contrast, the process used in this case
appears to have begun with the policy decision to deploy ballistic missile defenses already determined and codified from the top down in a Presidential decision directive. An administration backgrounder with a New York Times reporter intimated the fate of the ABM Treaty: “By
issuing the directive, the official said, Mr. Bush will not declare his intention to withdraw from
the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty, which the United States and Soviet Union signed in 1972 to
prohibit national missile defenses. The review, however, appears intended to lay the foundation
for a decision to do so in parallel with nuclear cutbacks.”12 In essence, the Presidential directive
virtually foreclosed opportunity for dissent or reversal—especially from the State Department
and its career bureaucracy, which was believed to be invested in the treaty in particular and the
arms control process more generally.
With the decision to deploy ballistic missile defenses made and executed from the top
down, the only issues for discussion were the details of implementation. Joseph was confident
that the United States would eventually withdraw from the ABM Treaty; it was just a matter of
when and in what diplomatic context the decision would be carried out. He believed the wisdom and effectiveness of this decisionmaking model for this particular issue was self-evident:
he doubted whether the decision to withdraw would have been made if a more inclusive and
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deliberative interagency process had been used to resolve the question of how to permit the
United States to proceed with missile defense testing, development, and deployment activities
prohibited by the treaty. Joseph believed that the intentions of previous administrations had
frequently been sabotaged and undercut by the bureaucratic process.13

Diplomacy on the New Strategic Framework: May–December 2001
Reflecting Secretary Powell’s advice to conduct broad diplomatic consultations, the President’s NDU speech contained the following commitments: “I’ve made it clear from the beginning that I would consult closely on the important subject with our friends and allies who are
also threatened by missiles and weapons of mass destruction. . . . These will be real consultations. We are not presenting our friends and allies with unilateral decisions already made. We
look forward to hearing their views, the views of our friends, and to take them into account.”14
An intensive 7-month period of consultation and diplomacy ensued, with the objective of
seeking the acquiescence of allies and countries such as Russia and China to a “new strategic
framework” that the administration declared would include not only missile defenses, but also
nonproliferation, counterproliferation, and unilateral nuclear reductions. At the time of the
speech, the administration had not yet fully fleshed out its concept for that new framework,
but its two main elements were the movement away from what it viewed as overreliance on
legally binding agreements and the assurance that U.S. defense activities deemed necessary by
the President would not be constrained. As John Bolton later put it, “In many respects . . . the
‘new strategic framework’ was still somewhat dreamy and academic, and debate within the administration focused on how to make it concrete and practical, both on the strategic offensive
and defensive side of the equation.”15
Immediately following the NDU speech, senior Bush administration officials, including
Joseph, Deputy National Security Advisor Steve Hadley, Deputy Secretary of State Richard Armitage, and Deputy Secretary of Defense Paul Wolfowitz, were dispatched around the globe to consult with foreign capitals. Foreign leaders for the most part welcomed the consultations, but many
European governments expressed concern about a potential unilateral withdrawal from the ABM
Treaty. They also expressed their support not only for the treaty in particular, but also for arms
control more broadly. The administration realized the consultation process would be protracted
but felt confident that the allies would follow if Russia were on board with the United States.16
During President Bush’s mid-June 2001 visit to Europe, Russian President Vladimir Putin,
as well as key North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) leaders, reiterated their concerns
about U.S. plans and cautioned the United States against pushing ahead alone. A few days later,
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Putin called for further consultations and hinted at his willingness to discuss modifying the
ABM Treaty to permit the missile defense testing President Bush believed was necessary. In a
3-hour session with American news correspondents immediately after the summit, Putin said
that “both the START [Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty] I and START II treaties would be
negated by an American decision to build missile defenses in violation of the Antiballistic Missile Treaty of 1972.” 17 But Powell and Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld both dismissed
the specter of a new arms race with Moscow, asserting that Russia must cut its arsenal because
it could not afford to maintain its forces at current levels and that U.S. missile defenses would
be limited, thus posing no threat to Russia’s deterrent and removing any reason for Moscow to
build up or alter its strategic forces.
At a July 2001 summit of the leaders of the Group of 8 industrialized nations in Genoa,
Italy, a series of bilateral consultations began. A few days before the summit, Russian Foreign
Minister Igor Ivanov18 indicated readiness for a more intensive dialogue with the United States
on the proposed new strategic framework, but he requested more clarity from the United States
on its plans for a missile defense shield.19
At the summit, Presidents Bush and Putin agreed that the two nations would hold discussions on their offensive nuclear weapons and missile defenses and seek to reach agreement on
a new strategic framework. Russian Defense Minister Sergei Ivanov indicated that he would
recommend accepting modifications to the ABM Treaty if the resulting defenses would not
undermine Russia’s security. This acceptance would be in exchange for deep cuts in U.S. and
Russian offensive forces. However, officials from the Bush administration, including the President himself, stated that the United States did not intend to participate in lengthy negotiations
on formal arms control limits. They viewed these consultations as an opportunity for the United
States to outline “both a new strategic framework for defensive weapons as well as the need to
reduce offensive weapons.”20 Bolton characterized the Bush-Putin joint statement from Genoa
as “disturbing” for the following reason: “It linked strategic offensive and defensive issues in
a way that could allow Russia to condition elimination of the ABM Treaty on a new offensive
weapons treaty. The linkage was unfortunate both because it reflected Cold War strategic thinking and because it could wrap the ABM Treaty withdrawal issue into endless arm[s] control
negotiations, which we certainly did not want.”21
More intensive U.S.-Russian consultations took place in August and September 2001.
In a meeting billed as an “exchange of information,” a Russian delegation received extensive
briefings on U.S. technologies and plans for missile defense. Rumsfeld and Bolton traveled to
Russia in mid-August in an unsuccessful attempt to convince Moscow that the two nations
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should withdraw from the ABM Treaty simultaneously. They did not engage in discussions
about possible modifications to the ABM Treaty or in negotiations on reductions in offensive
forces.22 Bolton later recalled his impression of the meetings: “The Russians continued to reject
both unilateral U.S. withdrawal and mutual withdrawal by jointly abrogating the ABM Treaty. I
made it clear that we were open to other suggestions, but we would soon be announcing withdrawal, thus giving the Treaty’s required six months’ notice.”23 Russian officials complained
that the two sides could not make progress in the negotiations because they still did not know
what kind of missile defense the United States intended to build or how the U.S. missile defense program would be constrained by the ABM Treaty. This information was necessary to
enable the two sides to devise amendments to relax the relevant constraints. The officials ruled
out an early agreement on missile defenses and predicted that it could take a year or more for
the parties to reach agreement on a framework to replace the ABM Treaty. Russia preferred to
keep some form of treaty regime in place. While acknowledging that its relationship with the
United States had changed, Russia nonetheless continued to regard offensive nuclear weapons
as the central element of the U.S.-Russian strategic relationship and therefore continued to
place a high value on the predictability offered by arms control agreements.24

Game Changer: September 11
The shocking and devastating al Qaeda terrorist attacks on the United States on September 11, 2001, completely altered the international context in which the negotiation on a new
strategic framework was occurring. U.S. allies, as well as countries including Russia and China,
were appalled by the attacks and genuinely sympathetic toward the United States. For the first
time in its history, NATO invoked Article 5 of the Washington Treaty and committed to assist
the United States. President Putin was the first international leader to call President Bush after
the attacks and to offer his support. Russia shared its intelligence on and knowledge of Afghanistan with the United States and facilitated the use by U.S. forces of bases in the former Soviet
republics to support the war against al Qaeda in Afghanistan. Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs Georgi Mamedov, Bolton’s Russian counterpart, told Bolton in a meeting on September 17,
2001, that the September 11 attacks “created a new window of opportunity in our relationship”
and that “what is really important is that strong people unite in the face of tragedy.”25
Speculation in the press that President Bush would inform President Putin in October of
the U.S. intention to withdraw from the ABM Treaty proved wrong. After meeting on October
21 in Shanghai, Bush and Putin reported progress in their talks on missile defenses and nuclear
force cuts, although they reached no agreements and remained divided over the ABM Treaty.
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Nonetheless, at a joint press conference following their third face-to-face meeting, the two
presidents sounded optimistic about being able to fashion a new U.S.-Russian strategic relationship. President Putin stated his belief that the two countries could “reach agreements,”
and Bush declared that both countries saw progress in their “efforts to build a new strategic
framework.” Yet their remarks revealed that they remained divided on the key issue of what to
do about the ABM Treaty, which Bush described as “outdated” and “dangerous.” He repeated
his call for the two countries to “move beyond” the accord. Putin, on the other hand, said the
treaty was “an important element of stability,” although he again implied that Moscow was
open to amending it.26
Bush framed most of his subsequent statements about the current relevance of the ABM
Treaty in the context of the September 11 terrorist attacks. At one point he declared, “Both
our nations must be able to defend ourselves against the new threats of the 21st century, including long-range ballistic missiles. The events of September the 11th make it clearer than
ever that a Cold War ABM Treaty that prevents us from defending our people is outdated and,
I believe, dangerous.”27
Putin, who had joined Chinese President Jiang Zemin a day earlier in supporting the
ABM Treaty, privately questioned Bush’s reasoning and emphasis on rogue states, saying that
“it would be difficult for me to agree that some terrorists will be able to capture intercontinental
missiles and will be able to use them.”28
Secretary Powell, who also traveled to Shanghai, underscored that President Bush had
given neither a formal nor an informal notification of U.S. intent to withdraw from the ABM
Treaty, adding, “We are under no constraints with respect to our thinking.” He made clear that
the key issue for the Bush administration was ensuring that the ABM Treaty did not limit U.S.
missile defense testing. While emphasizing that Bush did not want the U.S. missile defense program to be “constrained artificially” by the treaty, Powell also noted that the administration was
“looking at” Russian suggestions that the United States could “probably do more testing” than
it thought it could under the treaty.29 Although Powell had advocated that the administration
modify its approach and negotiate an arrangement that would keep the ABM Treaty in place
but provide greater flexibility for the United States to test and develop missile defenses, others
in the administration, including Vice President Dick Cheney, Rumsfeld, Bolton, and Joseph, did
not believe that outcome was possible. They viewed missile defense testing as literally “rocket
science,” therefore requiring a flexibility that even modifications to the ABM Treaty could not
provide because the results of each test could not be anticipated. Bolton describes a Principals’
meeting in July 2001:
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Cheney said we should get out of the ABM Treaty “the sooner the better,” and that
we would end up with the worst of both worlds if we try to cut and trim it. Powell
responded that Bush’s program was to create a missile defense system, not simply
to get out of the Treaty. He saw two options: withdrawal, or negotiating to modify
or replace it. . . . Rumsfeld said we had to get out of the Treaty as soon as possible
because its provisions were already restricting what we could do.30
Most significantly, Joseph and Miller each observed that Bush was strongly committed both to
withdrawing from the ABM Treaty and to reducing U.S. nuclear forces unilaterally.31
Pre-Shanghai press reports had suggested that at that meeting, Bush would tell Putin the
much anticipated level to which the United States would be willing to reduce its strategic offensive
forces as part of the envisioned strategic framework and as a way to help win Russian acquiescence
to U.S. missile defense plans. Yet in Shanghai, Bush reiterated an earlier pledge to reduce the deployed U.S. strategic arsenal but offered no specific number, explaining that the United States was
still “analyzing” its nuclear arsenal. Putin stated in their joint news conference on October 21 that
both sides reaffirmed their “mutual intention” to reduce strategic weapons. The task now, Putin
commented, was to “develop parameters of such reductions and to design a reliable and verifiable
method” for making the cuts. The Bush administration, however, had repeatedly insisted it had
no interest in negotiated reductions, voicing a preference for unilateral, but parallel, reductions.32
National Security Advisor Condoleezza Rice downplayed the lack of any formal agreement
at the Shanghai meeting and appeared to be lowering expectations for the upcoming Bush-Putin
meeting in November. At her Shanghai press conference, Rice stated, “We’re not looking for any
specific breakthrough at any given meeting.” She further remarked that the two sides would be
working on U.S.-Russian strategic relations before, during, and after Putin’s November visit,
which would be split between Washington and Bush’s Texas ranch.33
Meanwhile, Secretary Rumsfeld announced on October 25 that the Pentagon had decided
against carrying out two October and November missile defense testing activities that he said
could be viewed as violating the ABM Treaty. The cancellations seemed a goodwill gesture toward Russia that Washington would suspend activity that might violate the treaty while discussions with Moscow over its future continued. At the same time, the move suggested time was
running short to reach an agreement on the treaty’s future because the accord was impeding
missile defense testing that the Pentagon wanted to conduct.34
Bush and Putin prepared for talks to be held in Washington and Crawford, Texas, in midNovember. Before traveling to the United States, Putin told U.S. journalists at a November 10
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press conference that Moscow was ready to compromise and that a deal could be struck, but he
said Russia first needed specific U.S. proposals. For example, with regard to the ABM Treaty,
Putin asked, “What exactly [does the United States] want changed? What exactly hinders the
implementation of the [missile defense] project devised by the U.S. administration?” Putin explained that Russia needed this type of information “in the practical proposals of our American
partners.” While commenting that he “partially” agreed with U.S. officials that the ABM Treaty
was a Cold War relic, Defense Minister Ivanov said on November 3 that “before scrapping one
agreement or another . . . we believe that this should be better done only after something has
been created in the way of replacement.” Ivanov’s comment demonstrated why the two countries could not find common ground on missile defense: Moscow wanted to fashion the new
U.S.-Russian relationship through treaties in which obligations and responsibilities were clearly
spelled out and legally binding, whereas the Bush administration believed that such treaties
were unnecessary between countries that were no longer enemies. At the same time, however,
the Russian government realized that the Bush administration intended to withdraw from the
ABM Treaty and wanted to make sure the exit was choreographed so that it was not an issue in
their relationship.35
During 3 days of talks, Bush and Putin failed to reach an agreement that would permit
the United States to move forward with its missile defense plans. Despite a growing rapport
between the two presidents, and parallel pledges by each of them to cut their deployed strategic
nuclear forces by roughly two-thirds, they were unable to narrow their differences over how
to reconcile U.S. pursuit of nationwide strategic ballistic missile defenses with the 1972 ABM
Treaty, which prohibited such defenses. The Bush administration made clear that it preferred
unilateral or joint withdrawal from the treaty in order to pursue missile defenses unfettered,
whereas Russia wanted to preserve the accord or at least keep in place some limits on future
strategic missile defenses.36
During a question-and-answer session at a Crawford school, Putin told the audience, “We
differ in the ways and means” of addressing future threats. Yet the U.S. side downplayed the differences, contending that the U.S.-Russian relationship could not be undermined by a dispute
over a single issue. Bush declared, “Our disagreements will not divide us.”37 Rice told reporters on November 15 that the missile defense issue was “a smaller element of the U.S.-Russia
relationship than it was several months ago” and that it was “not going to have an effect on the
relationship as a whole.”38
Although speculation had existed before the summit that Russia might agree to a deal to
modify or suspend the ABM Treaty’s prohibitions on testing sea- and air-based components
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of strategic defenses to forestall a possible U.S. withdrawal from the accord, no such agreement was concluded. The presidents, however, pledged to continue their discussions, and Putin
sounded confident about the possibility of reaching an agreement: “One can rest assured that
whatever final solution is found, it will not threaten . . . the interests of both our countries and
of the world.”39

Withdrawal Announcement
On December 13, 2001, Bush formally announced the intention of the United States to withdraw from the ABM Treaty. According to the treaty’s own terms, the withdrawal would take effect
6 months after the date of notification. Bush had privately informed Putin in November that the
United States would make the official announcement in December.40 Thus, the policy objective set
forth by the February National Security Presidential Directive and the President’s May 2001 NDU
speech was achieved, after 10 months of preparing the way diplomatically with Russia.
In the days before Bush’s announcement, the White House called Putin in an effort to craft
statements that would indicate the withdrawal would not upset the bilateral relationship. In a
televised address to the Russian nation, Putin called the U.S. decision to withdraw from the
treaty “mistaken,” but added that “the decision taken by the United States does not pose a threat
to the national security of the Russian Federation”—an announcement that administration officials considered enormously significant. They were further heartened by Putin’s declaration 2
days earlier of Russia’s commitment to reach an accord on strategic arms reduction.41

Epilogue
Moscow Treaty Negotiations
Although Bush had initially insisted that the United States and Russia should move away
from formal arms control treaties and reduce nuclear forces unilaterally or in parallel, the United States did eventually agree, as a concession to Russia in the context of ABM Treaty withdrawal and also because Bush was personally committed to offensive force reductions, to codify
further nuclear reductions in a short, legally binding agreement. At their meeting in July 2001,
Presidents Bush and Putin had decided that the two nations would begin consultations on offensive and defensive weapons. But the talks on nuclear reductions made little progress for
several months, with Russia complaining that the United States had not outlined any specific
proposals for deep reductions, and the Bush administration responding that the Defense Department had not completed its review of the U.S. nuclear force posture. Miller recalled that it
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took several months for the Pentagon to complete its nuclear posture review and for the administration to settle on specific numbers for a reduced U.S. nuclear force. In the end, Washington
settled on a range of 1,700 to 2,200 operationally deployed warheads, although some, including
Miller, supported somewhat lower levels. The State Department did not play a significant role
in determining the U.S. position on reductions.42
Following the terrorist attacks of September 11 and only a few months prior to his announcement on ABM Treaty withdrawal, President Bush, who was philosophically committed
to strategic reductions—although not necessarily to codifying them in arms control treaties—
became personally dedicated to the idea of reaching an agreement with Russia on reductions in
parallel with the U.S. withdrawal from the ABM Treaty. As Bolton observed regarding the BushPutin meeting in Shanghai on October 17, 2001, “Bush returned from Shanghai determined to
decide the issue of offensive numbers, and Powell had the distinct impression Bush wanted a
treaty to announce in spring 2002.”43 According to Bolton, while Powell and Rice were advocates
of an agreement on strategic offensive forces, Cheney, Rumsfeld, and he disagreed: “Powell told
me Cheney was grumbling about the whole direction he and Rice were taking, and Rumsfeld
felt the same way. It was certainly the way I felt.”44 But Bush had made up his mind.
On November 13, 2001, Bush announced that the United States would reduce the number
of operationally deployed warheads on strategic offensive nuclear weapons to between 1,700
and 2,200 over 10 years. Putin indicated Russia was prepared to reduce its forces even lower, to
1,500, but continued to press for codification of the reductions in a legally binding treaty that
included verification measures.45
The two sides intensified their discussions in January 2002, after the United States announced its intent to withdraw. In a notable concession to Russia, Secretary Powell told
Congress in early February that the United States would be willing to sign a “legally binding”
document on nuclear reductions. Russian officials praised the change in the U.S. position,
but the sides remained at odds over the content of the agreement. Russia continued to insist
that it include legally binding limits on nuclear warheads, with strict counting rules and
formal elimination procedures, while the United States preferred a less formal declaration
of intended reductions, with provisions for transparency to confirm the number of deployed
warheads.
At a February 12 Principals Committee meeting, Bush decided to agree to a legally binding
treaty, overruling Cheney and Rumsfeld. Bush was persuaded by the case Putin made to him
about his need to have a treaty on offensive reductions to mitigate the sting of U.S. withdrawal
from the ABM Treaty. In his memoirs, Bolton recounts Bush’s decision:
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After hearing everyone out, Bush said: “I believe we must have something that lasts beyond
our presidencies. The strategic relationship with Russia is something that’s important for the
next ten years. So, to cement relations, I’m willing to throw the guy [Putin] some bones.” Bush
related to Putin’s own domestic political vulnerability, since he “is on thin ice in his own mind. I
want to give him a document he can hold up,” to help Putin “bring her [Russia] West. I view this
paper, frankly, as part of the larger strategy to link Russia with us. We need a document that he
can hold up and say, ‘Time is on our side’ in May.”46
In March, Bush stated that the parties should seek a formal agreement that would “outlive
both of us,” and suggested the agreement should include measures for transparency. After a
meeting in April 2002, Powell was reportedly “pleased with the progress” made during the talks,
even though the sides remained at odds over the means they would use to count warheads and
monitor reductions under the new agreement. Whereas Russia preferred to maximize the predictability and irreversibility of the reductions, the United States sought to maximize flexibility
in how it would implement the reductions and configure its nuclear forces. Finally, in mid-May,
Bush announced that an agreement had been reached.
Bush and Putin signed the new Strategic Offensive Reductions Treaty (SORT) on May
24, 2002. The treaty would require each side to reduce its “strategic nuclear warheads” within
the range of 1,700 to 2,200 by the year 2012. The three-page document contained no counting
rules or verification provisions, but was negotiated with the expectation that START I, with its
robust verification provisions, would remain in force concurrently, and that additional transparency measures would be worked out subsequently, thus facilitating verification of SORT.
Miller noted, however, that significant administration efforts to get the U.S. interagency community to agree on a set of further transparency measures and to negotiate them with Russia
were ultimately unsuccessful. This was, in part, because Iraq War planning and execution came
to dominate the attention of the national security principals in the administration. Nor did the
administration ever propose to Russia a follow-on set of nuclear reductions, which Miller believed had been a genuine goal of Bush.

Russia’s Reaction to Withdrawal
Little pageantry or protest marked the U.S. move abrogating the ABM Treaty and its prohibition against nationwide missile defenses, despite often fierce debate on the accord within Washington and around the world. Bush issued a short written statement on June 13, 2002, the day the
treaty expired, in which he noted that it was “now behind us,” and he reiterated his commitment to
deploy missile defenses “as soon as possible” to protect against “growing missile threats.”47
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The President’s subdued commemoration of the treaty’s passing contrasted sharply with
his administration’s earlier fervent attacks on the accord. The Russian reaction was also muted.
By this time, the United States and Russia had negotiated SORT and signed a joint declaration outlining a new framework for mutual cooperation. Although some tensions remained in
the U.S.-Russia relationship, particularly with respect to Russia’s nuclear cooperation with Iran,
cooperation continued to grow. The U.S. withdrawal from the ABM Treaty no longer seemed
the cataclysmic event some feared. Foreign Minister Igor Ivanov noted the event, but stated the
“the primary aim now is to minimize the negative consequences of the U.S. withdrawal” and
concentrate on offensive reductions.48 He and other Russian officials believed that Russia had
convinced the United States to continue negotiations on reductions in strategic offensive forces,
which represented a significant achievement for Russian diplomacy. Furthermore, Defense Minister Sergei Ivanov noted that the U.S. missile defense system did not yet exist and, therefore,
there was no reason for Russia to retaliate.49 However, Russia did announce the next day that it
would no longer be bound by START II, a move that was largely symbolic, given that START II
never entered into force and that it was effectively superseded by SORT.
In the wake of September 11, 2001, Putin apparently did not want to jeopardize warming
relations with Washington by unduly lamenting an action to which the Bush administration
was dedicated and that could not be undone. Speaking the day of the U.S. withdrawal, Foreign
Minister Ivanov said that Russia regretted the action but that it was “now a fait accompli” and
“it is our task to minimize the adverse consequences.”50
On June 13, 2002, the U.S. withdrawal from the ABM Treaty became effective. In July
2004, the first operational ballistic missile interceptor for a national missile defense system was
installed at Fort Greely, Alaska.51
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